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Abstract
Channel feedback is essential in frequency division duplexing (FDD) massive multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems. Unfortunately, previous work on multiuser MIMO has shown that the codebook
size for channel feedback should scale exponentially with the number of base station (BS) antennas,
which is greatly increased in massive MIMO systems. To reduce the codebook size and feedback
overhead, we propose an angle-of-departure (AoD)-adaptive subspace codebook for channel feedback
in FDD massive MIMO systems. Our key insight is to leverage the observation that path AoDs vary more
slowly than the path gains. Within the angle coherence time, by utilizing the constant AoD information,
the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook is able to quantize the channel vector in a more accurate
way. We also provide performance analysis of the proposed codebook in the large-dimensional regime,
where we prove that to limit the capacity degradation within an acceptable level, the required number
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2of feedback bits only scales linearly with the number of resolvable (path) AoDs, which is much smaller
than the number of BS antennas. Moreover, we compare quantized channel feedback using the proposed
AoD-adaptive subspace codebook with analog channel feedback. Extensive simulations that verify the
analytical results are provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) using hundreds of base station (BS) antennas
is a key technology for 5G wireless communication systems. By simultaneously serving multiple
users with simple linear precoders and combiners, massive MIMO can improve sum spectral
efficiency by orders of magnitude [2]. Channel feedback is essential in frequency division
duplex (FDD) massive MIMO to learn the channel state information at the transmitter (CSIT).
Channel feedback schemes based on the pre-defined codebook known at both BS and users have
been widely used in wireless systems such as LTE/LTE-A, IEEE 802.11n/ac and WiMAX [3].
Unfortunately, previous work on multiuser MIMO [4], [5] has shown that the codebook size
for channel feedback should scale exponentially with the number of BS antennas to guarantee
the capacity loss within an acceptable level. As the number of BS antennas in massive MIMO
systems is much higher than that of current systems, the codebook size and feedback overhead
will be overwhelming.
Several channel feedback techniques have been proposed for massive MIMO systems. Specifi-
cally, compressive sensing (CS) based channel feedback scheme exploiting the sparsity of angle-
domain channel has been proposed for massive MIMO systems in [6]. The channel vector is
compressed into a low-dimensional measurement vector by random projection, and fed back
to the BS with low overhead. Then, the BS can recover the sparse angle-domain channel via
CS algorithms. Structured sparsity in the multi-user MIMO channel matrix can be exploited to
further improve the channel recovery performance at the BS. Joint channel recovery at the BS has
been proposed in [7] where the distributed measurement vectors of multiple users are fed back to
the BS, and then the MIMO channel matrix is recovered via a joint orthogonal matching pursuit
algorithm. Other non-CS techniques were also developed for massive MIMO channel feedback
using antenna-grouping and user-grouping. An antenna-grouping based channel feedback scheme
has been proposed in [8], where multiple correlated antennas are mapped to a single representative
value using predesigned patterns. Therefore, the dimension-reduced channel vector can be fed
back with less overhead. Joint spatial division and multiplexing (JSDM) proposed in [9] also
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3features user-grouping. Users with similar transmit channel covariance are grouped together
and inter-group interference is mitigated through first-stage precoding based on the long-term
channel statistics. After that, users only need to estimate and feedback the intra-group channels
for second-stage precoding to mitigate intra-group interference. In this way, the overhead of both
the channel training and channel feedback are reduced. The overhead reduction of these CS-based
and grouping-based channel feedback schemes is limited to the assumption of channel sparsity
level and channel correlations between antennas or users. Noncoherent trellis-coded quantization
(NTCQ) has been proposed in [10] by exploiting the duality between source encoding in a
Grassmannian manifold and noncoherent sequence detection. Different from traditional codebook
based feedback, where the number of codewords for quantizing the channel grows exponentially
with the number of antennas, the encoding complexity of NTCQ scales linearly with the number
of antennas. Unfortunately, the feedback overhead with NTCQ still grows linearly with the
number of antennas.
In this paper, we propose an angle-of-departure (AoD)-adaptive subspace codebook for mas-
sive MIMO channel feedback with reduced codebook size and feedback overhead. Our main
contribution is summarized as follows:
• We propose an AoD-adaptive subspace codebook with reduced codebook size and feedback
overhead. We leverage the observation that path AoDs vary more slowly than path gains
[11]. During a comparably long time called “the angle coherence time”, which is different
from the classical “channel coherence time”, the path AoDs can be regarded as unchanged,
and known to both users and BS. Within such an angle coherence time, due to the limited
scattering around the BS, the channel vector is only distributed in a subspace of the full
M -dimensional space (M is the number of BS antennas). This subspace, which is referred
to as channel subspace in this paper, is completely determined by a limited number of
path AoDs. The quantization vectors of the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook are
distributed exactly on the channel subspace. Therefore, the proposed codebook is expected
to have better quantization performance.
• We provide performance analysis of the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook in the
large-dimensional regime. Specifically, we first compute the per-user rate gap between the
ideal case of perfect CSIT and the practical case of quantized channel feedback using the
proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook. Our result reveals that such rate gap mainly
depends on the quantization error of channel vector. Then, we derive an upper bound on the
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4quantization error as the number of antennas grows large when the proposed AoD-adaptive
subspace codebook is used. Finally, we show that the required number of feedback bits
to ensure a constant rate gap only scales linearly with the number of resolvable paths,
which is much smaller than the number of BS antennas. Moreover, we compare quantized
channel feedback using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook with analog channel
feedback. All the analytical results are verified by extensive simulations1.
The most related work to this paper is the channel statistics-based codebooks [12], [13]. A
rotated codebook based on the channel statistics was proposed in [12] to quantize the spatially
correlated channel vectors. In that approach, the required number of feedback bits scales linearly
with the rank of transmit channel correlation matrix [14]. Another feedback technique was
proposed in [13] under the framework of compressive sensing, where a codebook was designed
to quantize the low-dimensional measurement vector, which will be fed back to the BS and
then utilized to recover the channel vector. By jointly considering the channel statistics and the
sensing matrix, the proposed codebook in [13] can quantize the measurement vector and then feed
them back with reduced overhead. Both the conventional channel statistics-based codebook and
our proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook have modified the distribution of quantization
vectors based on some prior information such as the channel statistics, the sensing matrix,
and the AoDs to achieve better quantization performance. But work is different from these
channel statistics-based codebooks, as we exploit the slow-varying AoD information and design
an AoD-adaptive subspace codebook in the angle coherence time. The quantization vectors of
the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook are exactly distributed on the channel subspace
in the angle coherence time, and thus can quantize the channel vectors with better performance.
Our paper differs from our previous work [1] in codebook design and performance analysis. We
expand the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook to a more general scenario with uniform
planar array (UPA). We also propose an AoD acquisition method to further improve our codebook
design scheme. Finally, we add performance comparison between quantized channel feedback
using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook with analog channel feedback to show the
superior performance of the proposed codebook.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model including the
1Simulation codes are provided to reproduce the results presented in this paper: http://oa.ee.tsinghua.edu.cn/dailinglong/
publications/publications.html.
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5massive MIMO downlink channel model, channel feedback procedure, and downlink precoding.
In Section III, we review the angle coherence time and present the proposed AoD-adaptive
subspace codebook. Finally, we describe the AoD acquisition method. Performance analysis of
the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook in terms of sum rate is provided in Section IV.
We compare quantized channel feedback using the proposed codebook with analog channel
feedback in Section V. Section VII shows the simulation results to verify the analytical results.
Our conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
Notation: Boldface capital and lower-case letters stand for matrices and vectors, respectively.
The transpose, conjugate, conjugate transpose, and inverse of a matrix are denoted by (·)T, (·)∗,
(·)H and (·)−1, respectively. H† = H(HHH)−1 is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of H. ⊗ is
the Kronecker product operator. ‖h‖ and |s| are the norm of a vector and the absolute value of
a scalar. ](x,y) is the angle between x and y, and sin2(](x,y)) = 1− |xHy|2‖x‖2‖y‖2 . E [·] denotes
the expectation operator. Finally, IP denotes the identity matrix of size P × P .
II. MASSIVE MIMO SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we introduce the massive MIMO downlink channel model and the channel
feedback procedure. To quantify the performance of our strategy, we review the per-user rate
calculated assuming zero-forcing (ZF) precoding based on the fed back CSI.
A. Massive MIMO Downlink Channel Model
In this paper, we consider a massive MIMO system with M antennas at the BS and U users
(M  U ) [2], where the BS is equipped with a uniform linear array (ULA) or uniform planar
array (UPA) of antennas, and a single antenna is used by each user. We adopt the classical
narrowband ray-based channel model [15], [16] as shown in Fig. 1. The downlink channel
vector hu ∈ CM×1 for the u-th user can be described as
hu =
Pu∑
i=1
gu,ia(φu,i, θu,i), (1)
where Pu is the number of resolvable paths from the BS to the u-th user, gu,i is the complex gain
of the i-th propagation path of the u-th user, which is identically and independently distributed
(IID) with zero mean and unit variance, and φu,i and θu,i are the azimuth and elevation AoDs of
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Fig. 1. Ray-based channel model. The channel between the BS and user u is composed of Pu resolvable propagation paths,
each of which is characterized by path gain gu,i and path AoD (φu,i, θu,i) with i = 1, 2, · · · , Pu.
the i-th propagation path of the u-th user, respectively. The steering vector a(φu,i, θu,i) denotes
the antenna array response of the i-th path of the u-th user. For a ULA, the array response
a(φu,i) =
1√
M
[
1, ej2pi
d
λ
sinφu,i , · · · , ej2pi dλ (M−1) sinφu,i
]T
, (2)
where d is the antenna spacing at the BS, λ is the wavelength of the carrier frequency. For a
UPA with M1 horizontal antennas and M2 vertical antennas (M = M1×M2), the array response
a(φu,i, θu,i) =
1√
M
[
1, ej2pi
d
λ
cos θu,i sinφu,i , · · · , ej2pi dλ (M1−1) cos θu,i sinφu,i
]T
⊗ (3)[
1, ej2pi
d
λ
sin θu,i , · · · , ej2pi dλ (M2−1) sin θu,i
]T
.
In matrix form with Au = [a(φu,1, θu,1), a(φu,2, θu,2), · · · , a(φu,Pu , θu,Pu)] ∈ CM×Pu and gu =
[gu,1, gu,2, · · · , gu,Pu ]T ∈ CPu×1, we have
hu = Augu. (4)
Further, we can denote the concatenation of channel vectors for all U users as H = [h1,h2, · · · ,hU ] ∈
CM×U .
B. Quantized Channel Feedback
The downlink channel information in (1) can be obtained at the user side through downlink
channel training. Although the training overhead to obtain the downlink channel vector is
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7increased in massive MIMO systems, there are effective downlink training methods with reduced
training overhead [16], [17]. Thus, in this paper, each user is assumed to know its own channel
vector.
Channel vector hu in (1) is also required by the BS to perform power allocation and precoding,
which is usually realized by channel feedback from users to the BS. The channel vector hu is
first quantized and then fed back to the BS. The quantization of hu ∈ CM×1 at the u-th user
is performed by the quantization codebook Cu = {cu,1, cu,2, · · · , cu,2B}, which consists of 2B
different M -dimensional unit-norm column vectors, where B is the number of feedback bits.
The detailed codebook design will be discussed later in Section III. The quantization codebook
Cu is known to both the BS and the u-th user. The u-th user quantizes its channel vector hu to
a quantization vector cu,iu , where the quantization index iu is computed according to
iu = arg min
i∈{1,2,··· ,2B}
sin2(](hu, cu,i)) = arg max
i∈{1,2,··· ,2B}
|h˜Hucu,i|2, (5)
where h˜u = hu‖hu‖ is the channel direction.
Note that only the channel direction h˜u is quantized, while the channel magnitude ‖hu‖ is not
quantized by the codebook Cu. Channel magnitude information can be used to allocate power and
rate across multiple channels, but it is just a scalar value and thus is also easy to fed back. We
follow the common assumption that the channel magnitude can be fed back to the BS perfectly
so that we focus on the quantization of channel direction, which is more challenging for channel
feedback.
The index iu can be fed back from the u-th user to the BS through B dedicated bits. After
receiving these B bits (thus the index iu), the BS can generate the channel vector through
quantized channel feedback hˆu = ‖hu‖cu,iu . The concatenation of the fed back channel vectors
can be denoted as Hˆ = [hˆ1, hˆ2, · · · , hˆU ] ∈ CM×U .
C. Per-User Rate
The BS can perform downlink precoding to eliminate interference among multiple users based
on the channel matrix Hˆ through quantized channel feedback. In this paper, we consider ZF
precoding. The transmit signal x ∈ CM×1 after ZF precoding is given by
x =
√
γ
U
Vˆs, (6)
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8where γ is the transmit power, s = [s1, s2, · · · , sU ]T ∈ CU×1 is the signals intended for U users
with the normalized power E [|si|2] = 1, and Vˆ = [vˆ1, vˆ2, · · · , vˆU ] ∈ CM×U is the ZF precoding
matrix consisting of U different M -dimensional unit-norm precoding vectors vˆi ∈ CM×1, which
is obtained as the normalized i-th column of Hˆ†, i.e., vˆi =
Hˆ†(:,i)
‖Hˆ†(:,i)‖ .
After the channel, the received signal at the u-th user can be described as
yu = h
H
ux + nu (7)
=
√
γ
U
hHu vˆusu +
√
γ
U
U∑
i=1,i 6=u
hHu vˆisi + nu,
where nu is the complex Gaussian noise at the u-th user with zero mean and unit variance. Thus,
the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the u-th user is
SINRu =
γ
U
|hHu vˆu|2
1 + γ
U
∑U
i=1,i 6=u |hHu vˆi|2
. (8)
Assuming Gaussian signaling and knowledge of SINR, the per-user rate RQuantized with quantized
channel feedback is
RQuantized = E [log2(1 + SINRu)] (9)
= E
[
log2
(
1 +
γ
U
|hHu vˆu|2
1 + γ
U
∑U
i=1,i 6=u |hHu vˆi|2
)]
.
The per-user rate RQuantized depends on the precoding matrix Vˆ, which is affected by the
channel matrix Hˆ through quantized channel feedback. In the following Section III, we present
the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook to provide the reliable channel feedback with
low overhead.
III. PROPOSED AOD-ADAPTIVE SUBSPACE CODEBOOK
In this section, we review the angle coherence time and propose an AoD-adaptive subspace
codebook. Then, we explain how to obtain the AoDs for the BS and users during the angle
coherence time.
A. AoD-Adaptive Subspace Codebook
We observe from Fig. 1 that the i-th resolvable path of the u-th user with path AoD (φu,i, θu,i)
and path gain gu,i is composed of a number of unresolvable paths, each of which is generated
by a scatter surrounding the u-th user. The path AoD (φu,i, θu,i) in (1) mainly depends on the
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9surrounding obstacles around the BS, which may not physically change their position in much
longer time than the channel coherence time. On the contrary, the path gain gu,i seen by the BS
and the u-th user depends on a number of unresolvable paths, each of which are generated by
scatters around the u-th user. Therefore, the path gains vary much faster than path AoDs [11].
Accordingly, the angle coherence time, during which the path AoDs can be regarded as static,
is much longer than the channel coherence time.
During the angle coherence time, the channel vector hu is distributed in the channel subspace.
As shown in (1) and (4), the channel vector hu between the BS and the u-th user is composed
of Pu paths as hu =
∑Pu
i=1 gu,ia(φu,i, θu,i) = Augu. Therefore, the channel vector hu is actually
distributed on the column space of Au ∈ CM×Pu , which is formed by linear combination of
Au’s column vectors. For example, due to the limited scattering of millimeter-wave (mmWave)
signals, the number of paths Pu is much smaller (e.g., 2 ∼ 8 for 6-60GHz [18]) than the number
of BS antennas M (e.g., M = 128, 256). We also expect this to be true even with massive
MIMO since the number of resolvable paths Pu seen by the BS depends on the clusters of
scatters around the BS whose number is usually limited. Therefore, the column space of Au,
which is completely dependent on path AoDs {(φu,i, θu,i)}Pui=1, is only a subspace of the full
M -dimensional space. This subspace is referred to as channel subspace in this paper.
In this paper, we propose an AoD-adaptive subspace codebook where the quantization vectors
are exactly distributed on the channel subspace as shown in Fig. 2. In this subsection, we
assume that the quantized AoDs can be obtained at both the BS and the u-th user denoted
by {(φˆu,1, θˆu,1), (φˆu,2, θˆu,2), · · · , (φˆu,Pu , θˆu,Pu)}; how to obtain the AoDs will be discussed later
in next Subsection III-B. Once the BS and the u-th user obtain the quantized AoDs, they can
generate the steering matrix Aˆu = [a(φˆu,1, θˆu,1), a(φˆu,2, θˆu,2), · · · , a(φˆu,Pu , θˆu,Pu)] ∈ CM×Pu .
Then, the quantization vector cu,i of the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook Ck =
{cu,1, cu,2, · · · , cu,2B} is generated as
cu,i = Aˆuwi, (10)
where unit-norm vector wi ∈ CPu×1 is assumed to be a codeword in an analytical codebook, i.e.,
random vector quantization (RVQ)-based codebook, which is randomly generated by selecting
vectors independently from the uniform distribution on the complex M -dimensional unit sphere
[5], [19]. We consider wi under the RVQ framework is to enable the performance analysis of
the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook. In practice, wi can be chosen from the optimal
April 4, 2017 DRAFT
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M-dimensional 
space
 Channel subspace
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Codebook comparison: (a) the classical RVQ-based codebook; (b) the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook.
vector quantization codebook generated by Lloyd algorithm [20]. Moreover, the performance
of the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook under RVQ framework is very close to that
under Lloyd-based framework, which will be shown through simulations.
Note that the quantization vector cu,i is a unit-norm vector ‖cu,i‖ = ‖Aˆuwi‖ = 1 which can
be proved as
‖Aˆuwi‖2 = ‖ΣPup=1a(φˆu,p, θˆu,p)wi,p‖2 (11)
M→∞
= ΣPup=1‖a(φˆu,p, θˆu,p)wi,p‖2
= ΣPup=1|wi,p|2
= ‖wi‖2 = 1,
where the second equation is true due to the orthogonality among column vectors a(φˆu,p, θˆu,p)
of Aˆu when M →∞ assuming that the AoDs are distinguished enough (see Appendix I).
The quantization vector cu,i = Aˆuwi in the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook
Cu is distributed in the column space of Aˆu, which only depends on the quantized AoDs
{(φˆu,1, θˆu,1), (φˆu,2, θˆu,2), · · · , (φˆu,Pu , θˆu,Pu)}. If the BS and the u-th user obtain the exact AoDs,
i.e., Aˆu = Au (which can be proved to be possible at expense of a small amount of additional
overhead in next subsection III-B), the quantization vectors cu,i will be distributed exactly on
the channel subspace. Note that the proposed codebook is AoD adaptive, i.e., the quantization
vector cu,i in (10) can be updated according to the AoDs in current angel coherence time. Since
the angle coherence time is much longer than channel coherence time, the update frequency of
the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook is low.
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B. AoD Acquisition
In this subsection, we will describe how the BS and users obtain AoDs within the angle
coherence time. As presented in Subsection II-B, the channel vectors are assumed to have been
estimated at the users. Users estimate AoDs with high angle resolution from channel vectors
by using the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm [21]. Specifically, the correlation
matrix of channel vector hu of the u-th user can be calculated as Ru = E[huhHu ] where the
expectation is estimated using the sample average obtained over several channel estimates at the
u-th user during the angle coherence time. Ru has Pu dominant eigenvectors associated with Pu
propagation paths and M − Pu eigenvectors associated with noise. Then, we can construct the
M × (M −Pu) noise space Nu spanned by the noise eigenvectors. Since the noise eigenvectors
are orthogonal to the steering vectors of Pu propagation paths, the path AoDs can be estimated
at the peak points of the spatial spectrum function of the noise space Nu which is given by
P(φ, θ) = 1
a(φ, θ)HNuNHua(φ, θ)
. (12)
Since the BS also needs to know AoDs to generate the AoD-adaptive subspace codebook Cu
in (10), the estimated AoDs have to be fed back to the BS. A common uniform quantization
can be adopted to quantize the AoDs with B0 bits for each AoD. Since the angle coherence
time is much longer than the channel coherence time, the average overhead for AoD feedback
is low. Due to limitations, we leave other advanced AoD quantization and feedback schemes
for future work. Next, we will focus on the quantitative performance analysis of the proposed
AoD-adaptive subspace codebook.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SUBSPACE CODEBOOK
In this section, we calculate the rate gap between the ideal case of perfect CSIT and the
practical case of quantized channel feedback using a RVQ framework in the large-dimensional
regime, i.e, the number of the BS antennas M → ∞. We then analyze the quantization error
of the proposed structure which dominates the rate gap of quantized channel feedback. Finally,
we derive a lower bound of the required number of feedback bits to limit the rate gap within a
constant value.
A. Rate Gap
In the ideal case of perfect CSIT at the BS, i.e., Hˆ = H, the ZF precoding vector vIdeal,i ∈
CM×1 is obtained as the normalized i-th column of H†. Thus, vIdeal,i is orthogonal to the u-th
April 4, 2017 DRAFT
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user’s channel vector hu for any i 6= u, i.e., the inter-user interference |hHuvIdeal,i| = 0. The
corresponding per-user rate is
RIdeal = E
[
log2
(
1 +
γ
U
|hHuvIdeal,k|2
)]
. (13)
In the practical case of quantized channel feedback, the BS can only obtain the fed back channel
Hˆ, which is not identical with the ideal channel H. The ZF precoding is performed based on
Hˆ, and the precoding vector vˆi ∈ CM×1 is obtained as the normalized i-th column of Hˆ†. Since
the inter-user interference is nonzero now (i.e., |hHu vˆi| 6= 0), the degraded per-user rate RQuantized
is shown in (9). Following Theorem 1 of [5], the rate gap ∆RQuantized = RIdeal − RQuantized can
be upper bounded as
∆RQuantized ≤ log2
(
1 + (U − 1) γ
U
E
[‖hu‖2]E [|h˜Hu vˆi|2]) , (14)
where h˜u is the normalized channel vector in (5). The average multi-user interference E
[
|h˜Hu vˆi|2
]
in (14) can be upper bounded in the following Lemma 1 in the large-dimensional regime.
Lemma 1: The multi-user interference E
[
|h˜Hu vˆi|2
]
depends on the quantization error
E
[
sin2(](h˜u, hˆu))
]
, i.e., for any k 6= i,
E
[
|h˜Hu vˆi|2
]
= αE
[
sin2(](h˜u, hˆu))
]
, (15)
where the scale factor α can be upper bounded in the following Lemma 2.
Proof: h˜u = hu‖hu‖ is the normalized channel vector of the u-th user. hˆu = ‖hu‖cu,iu is the
quantized channel vector, where cu,iu is the unit-norm quantization vector with index iu in the
codebook Cu. We define Z = sin2(](h˜u, hˆu)) = sin2(](h˜u, cu,iu). Since the size of the codebook
is limited, it is clear that Z 6= 0 with probability 1. Thus, the normalized channel vector h˜u
can be decomposed along two orthogonal directions, one is the direction of quantization vector
cu,iu , and the other one is in the nullspace of cu,iu [5]:
h˜u =
√
1− Zcu,iu +
√
Zq, (16)
where q is an unit-norm vector distributed in the null space of cu,iu . Utilizing the orthogonality
between cu,iu and q, we have
|h˜Hu vˆi|2 = (1− Z)|cHu,iuvˆi|2 + Z|qHvˆi|2. (17)
Since vˆi is the ZF precoding vector, which is orthogonal to hˆu = ‖hu‖cu,iu , we have
|h˜Hu vˆi|2 = Z|qHvˆi|2. (18)
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According to the results of [5], Z is independent with q and vˆi, so we have
E
[
|h˜Hu vˆi|2
]
= E [Z] E
[|qHvˆi|2] . (19)
By denoting α = E
[|qHvˆi|2], we can obtain (15).
Lemma 2: The scale factor can be upper bounded as α ≤ 1
P−1 when Aˆu = Au in the
large-dimensional regime, i.e., M →∞.
Proof: Firstly, we consider the extreme case that the channels of all the U users are strongly
correlated. In this case, the maximum of the scale factor α should be achieved to ensure the largest
inter-user interference E
[
|h˜Hu vˆi|2
]
in (15). Base on the ray-based channel model in Subsection
II-A, the channels of U users are strongly correlated when they share the same clusters around
the BS, i.e., P1 = P2 = · · · = PU = P and A1 = A2 = · · · = AU = A. Thus, we omit the
subscript u of Pu, Au and Aˆu for this subsection. Then we look at the two vectors q and vˆi,
respectively. When Aˆu = Au, i.e., Aˆ = A, as we presented in Section III-A, both the fed back
channel vector hˆu and normalized channel vector h˜u are distributed in the column-space of A.
Since h˜u can be orthogonally discomposed along the directions of hˆu and q, q should also be
distributed in the column-space of A. Thus, q can be expressed as q = At‖At‖ , where t ∈ CP×1
and we can assume that ‖t‖ = 1 without loss of generality. Similar to the proof in (11), utilizing
the orthogonality among column vectors of A when M → ∞, we have ‖At‖ M→∞= ‖t‖ = 1.
Therefore, q can be expressed as q M→∞= At. The precoding vector vˆi is the normalized i-th
column of H† = H(HHH)−1. By using H = [h1,h2, · · · ,hU ] = A[g1,g2, · · · ,gP ] = AG, we
have vˆi = Au‖Au‖ where u is assumed as a unit-norm vector without loss of generality. Similar to
the proof in (11), utilizing the orthogonality among column vectors of A when M → ∞, we
have ‖Au‖ M→∞= ‖u‖ = 1. Therefore, vˆi can be expressed as vˆi M→∞= Au. Then we calculate
E
[|qHvˆi|2] M→∞= E [|tHAHAu|2] (20)
M→∞
= E
[|tHu|2] .
where the second equation follows from the result AHA M→∞= IP in Lemma 3 (see Appendix
I). We can also prove Lemma 4 in Appendix II that
E
[|tHu|2] = 1
P − 1 . (21)
By substituting (21) into (20), we have
E
[|qHvˆi|2] M→∞= 1
P − 1 . (22)
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Note that (22) is obtained in the extreme case that all U users share the same clusters, i.e.,
channels of U users are strongly correlated. Therefore, the scale factor α = E
[|qHvˆi|2] should
be smaller than 1
P−1 .
B. Quantization Error in The Large-Dimensional Regime
In this subsection, we compute the quantization error E
[
sin2(](h˜u, hˆu))
]
in (15) in the large-
dimensional regime when the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook is considered. For the
rest of this section, we omit the subscript u for simplicity. Since ‖h˜‖ = 1 and hˆ‖hˆ‖ = ci, the
quantization error E
[
sin2(](h˜, hˆ))
]
can be expressed as
E
[
sin2(](h˜, hˆ))
]
= 1− E
[
|h˜Hci|2
]
, (23)
where h˜ = Ag‖h‖ according to (4). Similar to the proof in (11), it is easy to show that ‖h‖ =
‖Ag‖ M→∞= ‖g‖. By denoting g˜ = g‖g‖ , we have h˜
M→∞
= Ag‖g‖
M→∞
= Ag˜. Combining h˜ M→∞= Ag˜
and (10), we have
E
[
|h˜Hci|2
]
M→∞
= E
[
|g˜HAHAˆwi|2
]
(24)
M→∞
= E
[|Kg˜Hwi|2]
M→∞
= |K|2E [|g˜Hwi|2] ,
where the second equation is true due to AHAˆ M→∞= KIP as proved in Lemma 3 (see Appendix
I). Since both g˜ and wi are isotropically distributed vectors on the P -dimensional unit sphere,
we have [5]
E
[|g˜Hwi|2] > 1− 2− BP−1 . (25)
Combining (23), (24), and (25), we have
E
[
sin2(](h˜, hˆ))
]
< 1− |K|2 (1− 2− BP−1 ). (26)
By substituting |K|2 ≥ 1 − M2
3
(
pi d
λ
)2
r22−2B0 (45) in Appendix I into (26) and denoting β =
M2
3
(pi d
λ
)2r22−2B0 , we can obtain the upper bound of the quantization error E
[
sin2(](h˜, hˆ))
]
as
E
[
sin2(](h˜, hˆ))
]
< β(1− 2− BP−1 ) + 2− BP−1 . (27)
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We can observe from (27) that a small β leads to a small quantization error due to 2−
B
P−1  1,
where a small β can be achieved with a large number of AoD quantization bits B0. In addition,
(27) can be rewrite as
E
[
sin2(](h˜, hˆ))
]
< (1− β)2− BP−1 + β, (28)
where a small quantization error can be achieved with a large number of feedback bits B since
β  1 with a larger number of AoD quantization bits B0.
C. Feedback Bits
Finally, based on the previous analytical results in the large-dimensional regime, we will
evaluate the required number of feedback bits B to guarantee a constant rate gap ∆RQuantized.
By combining (14), (15), and (27), we can obtain the rate gap as
∆RQuantized ≤ log2
(
1 + (U−1)γ
U
E [‖h‖2]α2− BP−1 + (U−1)γ
U
E [‖h‖2]αβ(1− 2− BP−1 )
)
. (29)
If we consider the perfect case of AoD acquisition, i.e., B0 is large enough, we have β = 0,
and (29) can be simplified as
∆RQuantized ≤ log2
(
1 +
(U − 1)γ
U
E
[‖h‖2]α2− BP−1) . (30)
Let ∆RQuantized ≤ log2
(
1 + (U−1)γ
U
E [‖h‖2]α2− BP−1
)
≤ log2(b) bps/Hz, then the number of
feedback bits B should scale according to
B ≥ P − 1
3
SNR + (P − 1) log2
(U − 1)α
b− 1 , (31)
where SNR = 10 log10
γ
U
E [‖h‖2] is the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the receiver.
Remark 1: We observe that the slope of the required number of feedback bits B is P − 1
when SNR increases. In other words, the required number of feedback bits only scales linearly
with P −1 to maintain a constant rate gap. Since P M , the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace
codebook can reduce the codebook size and feedback overhead significantly.
V. QUANTIZED CHANNEL FEEDBACK VS. ANALOG CHANNEL FEEDBACK
Analog linear modulation may be used for channel state feedback without quantization (i.e.,
analog channel feedback) due to the circumvention of codebook complexities and delays associ-
ated with quantization, source coding and channel coding for quantized channel feedback [22].
Previous work has compared analog channel feedback with quantized channel feedback using
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RVQ-based codebook for quantization [23]. It has been shown that analog channel feedback can
not be outperformed by quantized channel feedback using RVQ-based codebook for quantization
since the analog transmission is optimal when a Gaussian channel vector is transmitted over a
noisy AWGN channel. If the channel rate (of uplink) is larger than the source rate (i.e., downlink
CSI), quantized channel feedback using RVQ-based codebook for quantization is superior to
analog channel feedback because the effect of feedback noise vanishes at high SNR for quantized
channel feedback but does not do so for analog. In this section, we will compare analog channel
feedback and quantized channel feedback when the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook
is used.
We first analyze the sum rate in the large-dimensional regime when a novel analog channel
feedback scheme is utilized to obtain CSI at the BS. Consider the same downlink massive MIMO
systems in section II with M BS antennas and U single-antenna users, where ZF precoding
is utilized to eliminate multi-user interference. Different from the aforementioned quantized
channel feedback through digital uplink channel, the CSI at the BS is obtained through the
analog noisy uplink channel. Specifically, the elements of channel vector hu in (1) are explicitly
fed back through the uplink noisy channel with unquantized quadrature-amplitude modulation in
traditional analog channel feedback schemes [22], [24]. In this paper, we assume that path AoDs,
i.e., steering matrix Au of the u-th user is known to the BS and the u-th user during the angle
coherence time for both quantized channel feedback using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace
codebook and analog channel feedback for fair comparison. In this case, with hu = Augu, only
the elements of the Pu×1 path gain vector gu are fed back through noisy analog uplink channel
for CSI feedback, which is different from the traditional analog channel feedback scheme where
all the elements of M × 1 channel vector hu of the u-th user are fed back without quantization.
We assume no fading on the uplink channel for simplicity and the observation of path gain
vector zu of the u-th user at the BS after analog uplink channel is given by [23]
zu =
√
µγUgu + nU,u, (32)
where γU is the uplink SNR and nU,u is the uplink complex Gaussian noise of the u-th user,
where each elements have zero mean and unit variance. The scaling factor µ denotes the number
of channel uses per element of path gain vector gu. This equation (32) models the case where the
elements of path gain vector gu are fed back through uplink channel without quantization. The
MMSE estimate of the path gain vector at the BS is gˇu =
√
µγU
1+µγU
zu. We denote gu = gˇu + eg,u,
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where gˇu and eg,u are mutually independent and have Gaussian components with zero mean and
variance µγUσ2eg,u and σ
2
eg,u = (1 + µγU)
−1. Then, by utilizing the path AoD information, i.e.,
steering matrix Au, the BS can obtain the channel vector hˇu obtained from analog feedback as
hˇu = Augˇu. (33)
Therefore we can rewrite the channel vector hu as
hu = Augu = hˇu + Aueg,u. (34)
The concatenation of the channel vectors obtained from analog feedback can be denoted as
Hˇ = [hˇ1, hˇ2, · · · , hˇU ] ∈ CM×U .
Similar to quantized channel feedback, we consider the ZF precoding before downlink trans-
mission, which is realized based on the channel matrix Hˇ obtained from analog channel feedback.
The ZF precoding matrix Vˇ = [vˇ1, vˇ2, · · · , vˇU ] ∈ CM×U consists of U different M -dimensional
unit-norm precoding vectors vˇi ∈ CM×1, which is obtained as the normalized i-th column of
Hˇ†, i.e., vˇi =
Hˇ†(:,i)
‖Hˇ†(:,i)‖ . After the downlink channel, the received signal at the u-th user can be
described as
yu =
√
γ
U
hHu vˇusu +
√
γ
U
U∑
i=1,i 6=u
hHu vˇisi + nu (35)
(a)
=
√
γ
U
hHu vˇusu +
√
γ
U
U∑
i=1,i 6=u
eHg,uA
H
u vˇisi + nu,
where (a) is obtained by substituting (34) and hˇHu vˇi = 0 for i 6= u. The per-user rate with analog
channel feedback is
RAnalog = E
[
log2
(
1 +
γ
U
|hHu vˇu|2
1 + γ
U
∑U
i=1,i 6=u |eHg,uAHu vˇi|2
)]
. (36)
Defining the rate gap between the ideal case of perfect CSIT and the practical case of analog
channel feedback as ∆RAnalog = RIdeal −RAnalog, we have
∆RAnalog = E
[
log2
(
1 +
γ
U
|hHuvIdeal,i|2
)]
− E
[
log2
(
1 +
γ
U
|hHu vˇu|2
1 + γ
U
∑U
i=1,i 6=u |eHg,uAHu vˇi|2
)]
.
(37)
Following [23], the rate gap with analog channel feedback ∆RAnalog can be upper bounded as
∆RAnalog ≤ log2
(
1 + (U − 1) γ
U
E
[|eHg,uAHu vˇi|2]) . (38)
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Next we evaluate the inter-user interference E
[|eHg,uAHu vˇi|2]. Consider the extreme case that the
channels of all the U users are strongly correlated, i.e., the U users share the same clusters
around the BS. In this extreme case, the inter-user interference E
[|eHg,uAHu vˇi|2] can achieve its
upper bound. Based on the ray-based channel model (1), we have P1 = P2 = · · · = PU = P and
A1 = A2 = · · · = AU = A. Therefore, we omit the subscript u of Pu and Au for the rest of this
subsection. Since the ZF precoding vector vˇi is the normalized i-th column of Hˇ† = Hˇ(HˇHHˇ)−1,
by combining (33), we can rewrite that vˇi = Ap where ‖p‖ = 1. Therefore we can upper bound
the inter-use interference as
E
[|eHg,uAHu vˇi|2] ≤ E [|eHg,uAHAp|2] = E [|pHAHAE [eg,ueHg,u]AHAp|] (39)
By substituting AHA M→∞= IP and E
[
eg,ue
H
g,u
]
= σ2eg,uIP , we have
E
[|eHg,uAHu vˇi|2] ≤ σ2eg,u . (40)
By combining (38) and (40), we obtain the upper bound of the rate gap with analog channel
feedback
∆RAnalog ≤ log2
(
1 + (U − 1) γ
U
σ2eg,u
)
= log2
(
1 + (U − 1) γ
U
(1 + µγU)
−1
)
. (41)
Now we recall the rate gap with quantized channel feedback using the proposed AoD-adaptive
subspace codebook. Assuming that AoDs are perfectly known, the rate gap ∆RQuanized with
quantized feedback using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook is expressed in (30).
Similar to (11), we have E [‖h‖2] = P . Therefore the rate gap ∆RQuanized with quantized channel
feedback can be further bounded as
∆RQuanized ≤ log2
(
1 + γ
P
P − 12
− B
P−1
)
. (42)
Following the assumption in [23] that the digital feedback link can be operated error-free and
at capacity, i.e., log2(1 + γU) bits can be transmitted per symbol transmission. For the analog
feedback of path gain vector g, µP symbols are transmitted. B = µP log2(1 + γU) bits can be
transmitted using the same feedback resource. By substituting B = µP log2(1 + γU) into (42),
we obtain the rate gap ∆RQuanized with quantized feedback using the proposed AoD-adaptive
subspace codebook
∆RQuanized ≤ log2
(
1 + γ
P
P − 1(1 + γU)
− µP
P−1
)
. (43)
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Remark 2: We consider the case of constant uplink SNR γU. For analog channel feedback (41),
2∆RAnalog decreases inversely with the scale factor µ. While for quantized channel feedback using
the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook (43), 2∆RQuanized decreases exponentially with the
scale factor µ. Therefore, we can conclude that quantized channel feedback outperforms analog
channel feedback when µ is large. This result is consistent with the previous conclusion in [23]
that quantized channel feedback is superior to analog channel feedback when the channel rate
is larger than the source rate (i.e., µ is large), which is obtained when the RVQ-based codebook
is utilized for quantization.
Remark 3: Consider the case of constant scale factor µ. For analog channel feedback (41),
2∆RAnalog decreases inversely with the uplink SNR γU. For quantized channel feedback using
the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook (43), 2∆RQuanized decreases proportionally with
µP
P−1 -power of γU. Therefore, analog channel feedback outperforms quantized channel feedback
using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook when µ <
P − 1
P
. This is consistent with
classical conclusion that the analog transmission is optimal when a Gaussian source is transmitted
over a AWGN channel [25]. However, when the uplink channel rate is larger than the source
rate, i.e., µ >
P − 1
P
in our case, quantized channel feedback using the proposed AoD-adaptive
subspace codebook outperforms analog channel feedback for high uplink SNR.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
A simulation study was carried out to verify the performance of the proposed AoD-adaptive
subspace codebook. The main system parameters are described in Table I. We consider the UPA
for BS antenna with array response a(φu,i, θu,i) in (3). We assume that the number of paths is
the same, i.e., P = 4 for each user. The per-user rate of ideal case with perfect CSIT RIdeal is
calculated according to the equation (13). The per-user rate of the practical case with quantized
channel feedback RQuantized is calculated according to the equation (9). The per-user rate of the
practical case with analog channel feedback RAnalog is calculated according to the equation (36),
where AoDs are assumed to be known and only the path gain vector gk are fed back through
noisy uplink channel as shown in (32). We assume that AoDs are perfectly known to the BS
and users for the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook except for Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. For
fair comparison, we also assume that the transmit channel correlation matrix is perfectly known
for the conventional channel statistics-based codebook. The proposed AoD-adaptive subspace
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TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION
The number of BS antennas M 128
The number of users U 4
The number of resolvable paths P 4
The azimuth AoD φ and the elevation AoD θ Uniform distribution U [− 12pi, 12pi]
The receiver SNR in (31) 0 dB-12 dB
codebook is generated under RVQ framework except for Fig. 5, i.e., wi in (10) is chosen from
RVQ-based codebook.
Fig. 3 compares the per-user rate between the ideal case of perfect CSIT and the practical
cases of quantized channel feedback, where the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook and
the conventional channel statistics-based codebooks [12] are considered. The number of feedback
bits B = P−1
3
SNR is same for all quantized channel feedback schemes. We observe that the rate
gap between the ideal case of perfect CSIT and the practical case of using the proposed AoD-
adaptive subspace codebook can be limited within a constant value when SNR at the receiver in
(31) increases, which is consistent with our theoretical analysis in Section IV-C. On the contrary,
for the conventional channel statistics-based codebook, the rate gap increases with the SNR. In
addition, the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook outperforms the conventional channel
statistics-based codebook in terms of the per-user rate.
Fig. 4 shows the required number of feedback bits B to limit the rate gap ∆RQuanized between
the ideal case of perfect CSIT and the practical case of using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace
codebook within 0.13 bps/Hz. We observe that the required number of feedback bits B scales
linearly with the number of resolvable paths P . It is consistent with the theoretical result (31)
which is also shown in Fig. 4 for comparison.
Fig. 5 compares the per-user rate of the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebooks under
RVQ framework (i.e., wi in (10) is chosen from the RVQ-based codebook) and Lloyd-based
framework (i.e., wi in (10) is chosen from the optimal vector quantization codebook generated
by Lloyd algorithm). We observe that the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook under
Lloyd-based framework slightly outperforms that under RVQ framework. Their per-user rate are
very close.
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Fig. 3. The per-user rate of the ideal case with perfect CSIT and the practical cases with quantized channel feedback using the
proposed codebook, the conventional channel statistics-based codebook. The number of feedback bits is set as B = P−1
3
SNR
for all quantized channel feedback schemes.
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Fig. 4. The required number of feedback bits B against number of paths P to limit the rate gap ∆RQuanized within 0.13 bps/Hz
with receiver SNR=5 dB. The required number of feedback bits B using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook scales
linearly with the number of resolvable paths P .
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Fig. 5. The per-user rate of the ideal case with perfect CSIT and the practical cases with quantized channel feedback using the
proposed codebook under RVQ framework and Lloyd-based framework, and the conventional channel statistics-based codebook.
The number of feedback bits is set as B = P−1
3
SNR for all quantized channel feedback schemes.
In Fig. 6, we show the per-user rate of the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook when
AoDs are not perfectly known, where each AoD is quantized with B0 bits and the proposed
codebook is generated based on the quantized AoDs. The receiver SNR is set as 6 dB and the
number of channel feedback bits B is set as 8. We observe that the per-user rate of proposed
AoD-adaptive subspace codebook increases with the number of AoD quantization bits B0. Note
that when B0 = 8, the per-user rate using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook with
imperfect AoDs is close to that with perfect AoDs. Since the angle coherence time is comparably
long, the average required number of AoD quantization bits is very small.
Since the number of feedback bits is usually a constant value in practical systems, we compare
the performance of the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook and the conventional channel
statistics-based codebook in Fig. 7, where the total number of feedback bits is set as 8. For
the conventional channel statistics-based codebook, we assume the channel correlation matrix
is known to both BS and users without any additional overhead. Thus, the codebook size is
28 = 256. For the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook, the number of AoD quantization
bits B0 = 8. Assuming the angle coherence time is ten times of the channel coherence time,
the average number of AoD quantization bits is P × B0/10 ≈ 3. Thus, the number of channel
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Fig. 6. The per-user rate of the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook against the number of AoD quantization bits B0.
The receiver SNR is set as 6 dB and the number of channel feedback bits B is set as 8. Since the angle coherence time is
comparably long, the average required number of AoD quantization bits is very small to achieve the similar per-user rate with
perfect AoDs.
feedback bits is set as B = 8 − 3 = 5 and the codebook size is 25 = 32. Although the
codebook size of the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook is much smaller than that of
the classical channel statistics-based codebook, we still observe that the proposed AoD-adaptive
subspace codebook outperforms the conventional channel statistics-based codebook in terms of
the per-user rate. This is caused by the fact that the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook
concentrates the quantization vectors exactly on the channel subspace.
Finally, we compare quantized channel feedback using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace
codebook with analog channel feedback in terms of rate gap. Fig. 8 shows the rate gap comparison
between quantized channel feedback and analog channel feedback against the scale factor µ when
a constant uplink SNR γU = 5 is configured. The downlink receiver is 10 dB. We observe that
the rate gap with quantized channel feedback decreases (exponentially) more quickly than that
with analog channel feedback (inversely). That is to say, quantized channel feedback outperforms
analog channel feedback when µ is large, which is consistent with the Remark 2 in Section V.
Fig. 9 shown the rate gap comparison between quantized channel feedback and analog channel
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Fig. 7. The per-user rate of the ideal case with perfect CSIT and the practical cases with quantized channel feedback, where
the total number of feedback bits is set as 8 for all quantized channel feedback schemes. The codebook size of the conventional
channel statistics-based codebook is 28 = 256. For the proposed codebook, the average number of AoD quantization bits is 3
and the number of channel feedback bits B = 8− 3 = 5. Therefore, the codebook size of the proposed codebook is 25 = 32.
feedback against the uplink SNR γU when µ = 0.5 ≤ P−1P and µ = 0.8 ≥ P−1P are configured,
respectively. The downlink receiver is 10 dB. We observe that the rate gap of quantized channel
feedback is larger than that of analog channel feedback when µ = 0.5 ≤ P−1
P
is configured.
While the rate gap of quantized channel feedback is smaller than that of analog channel feedback
when µ = 0.8 ≥ P−1
P
is configured. These simulated results are consistent with the Remark 3
in section V.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed the AoD-adaptive subspace codebook for channel feedback
in FDD massive MIMO systems. By exploiting the property that path AoDs vary more slowly
than the path gains, the proposed codebook can achieve significant reduction of codebook size
and feedback overhead. We have also provided performance analysis of the proposed codebook
in the large-dimensional regime, where we have proved that the required number of feedback
bits only scales linearly with the number of paths, which is much smaller than the number
of BS antennas. Moreover, we have compared quantized channel feedback using the proposed
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Fig. 8. The rate gap ∆RQuanized with quantized channel feedback using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook and the
rate gap ∆RAnalog with analog channel feedback against µ with a constant uplink SNR γU = 5. Quantized channel feedback
with the proposed codebook outperforms analog channel feedback when the uplink channel rate is larger than the source rate,
i.e., µ is large.
AoD-adaptive codebook with analog channel feedback. These analytical results are verified by
extensive simulations.
APPENDIX I
In this Apppendix, we prove the following Lemma 3 in the large-dimensional regime which
is used in the proof of Lemma 2 as well as in the analysis of quantization error in Section IV-B.
Lemma 3: The steering vectors of paths with different AoDs (column vectors of A) are asymp-
totically orthogonal to each other when M → ∞, i.e., AHA M→∞= IP . When the quantization
error of the AoD is small, AHAˆ M→∞= KIP where |K|2 ≥ 1− M23 (pi dλ)2r22−2B0 .
Proof: For the ULA, the (p, q)-th element of AHAˆ is a(φp)Ha(φˆq) = 1M
∑M−1
m=0 e
−j2pi d
λ
m[sin(φp)−sin(φˆq)].
Denoting δp,q = sin(φp)− sin(φˆq), we have∣∣∣a(φp)Ha(φˆq)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣Υ(dλδp,q)
∣∣∣∣ , (44)
where Υ(x) , sin(Mpix)
M sin(pix)
. According to the characteristics of Υ(x), when |x|  1
M
, i.e., |δp,q| 
λ
Md
, we have |Υ(x)| M→∞= 0 [26]. Now we consider the following two cases:
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Fig. 9. The rate gap ∆RQuanized with quantized channel feedback using the proposed AoD-adaptive subspace codebook and
the rate gap ∆RAnalog with analog channel feedback against uplink SNR γU when µ = 0.5 ≤ P−1P and µ = 0.8 ≥ P−1P are
configured, respectively.
i) If Aˆ = A, i.e., δp,q = sinφp − sinφq, the absolute diagonal element |a(φp)Ha(φp)| =
|Υ( d
λ
δp,p)| = |Υ(0)| = 1. For the non-diagonal element a(φp)Ha(φq), since AoDs φp and φq are
distinguished enough, i.e., |δp,q| = | sinφp − sinφq|  λMd , the absolute non-diagonal element
|a(φp)Ha(φq)| = |Υ( dλδp,q)|
M→∞
= 0. Therefore, we have AHA M→∞= IP .
ii) Otherwise Aˆ 6= A, i.e., δp,q = sinφp−sin φˆq, the absolute diagonal element |a(φp)a(φˆp)H| =
|Υ( d
λ
δp,p)|, where |δp,p| = | sinφp − sin φˆp| is the AoD quantization error. With uniform quan-
tization, |δp,p| ≤ r2−B0 , where r is the difference between the maximum and minimum val-
ues over which sin(φp) is quantized and B0 is the number of quantization bits. By denoting
K = a(φp)Ha(φˆp) and using (44), we have
|K|2 = sin
2(pi d
λ
δp,pM)
M2 sin2(pi d
λ
δp,p)
(45)
(a)≈ 1− M
2
3
(
pi
d
λ
)2
δ2p,p
(b)
≥ 1− M
2
3
(
pi
d
λ
)2
r22−2B0 ,
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where (a) is obtained by the second order Taylor’s expansion of sin2(pi d
λ
δp,pM) =
(
pi d
λ
δp,pM
)2−(
pi d
λ
δp,pM
)4
/3 and the first order Taylor’s expansion of sin2(pi d
λ
δp,p) =
(
pi d
λ
δp,p
)2. (b) holds true
as |δp,p| ≤ r2−B0 . For the non-diagonal element a(φp)Ha(φˆq),
|δp,q| = | sinφp − sin φˆq| (46)
= | sinφp − sinφq + sinφq − sin φˆq|
≥ | sinφp − sinφq| − | sinφq − sin φˆq|
(a)
≥ | sinφp − sinφq| − r2−B0 ,
where (a) is true since | sinφq − sin φˆq| ≤ r2−B0 . We assume that B0 is properly chosen (large
enough). Then, we can obtain |δp,q|  λdM . Thus, it holds that the absolute non-diagonal element
|a(φp)Ha(φˆq)| = |Υ( dλδp,q)|
M→∞
= 0. Therefore, we have AHAˆ M→∞= KIP .
In summary, AHA M→∞= IP , and AHAˆ
M→∞
= KIP where |K|2 ≥ 1− M23 (pi dλ)2r22−2B0 .
For the UPA, by denoting ah(φ, θ) =
1√
M1
[
1, ej2pi
d
λ
cos θ sinφ, · · · , ej2pi dλ (M1−1) cos θ sinφ
]T
and
av(φ, θ) =
1√
M2
[
1, ej2pi
d
λ
sin θ, · · · , ej2pi dλ (M2−1) sin θ
]T
, we can express the antenna array response
for the UPA in (3) as a(φ, θ) = ah(φ, θ)⊗ av(φ, θ). Similar to the case of ULA, we calculate
a(φp, θp)
Ha(φˆq, θˆq) =
(
ah(φp, θp)
Hah(φˆq, θˆq)
)
⊗
(
av(φp, θp)
Hav(φˆq, θˆq)
)
. (47)
By denoting ζp,q = cos θp sinφp − cos θˆq sin φˆq and ξp,q = sin θp − sin θˆq, we have∣∣∣a(φp, θp)Ha(φˆq, θˆq)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣Υ(dλζp,q)
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣Υ(dλξp,q)
∣∣∣∣ . (48)
Now we consider the following two cases:
i) If Aˆ = A, i.e., ζp,q = cos θp sinφp − cos θq sinφq and ξp,q = sin θp − sin θq, the absolute
diagonal element
∣∣a(φp, θp)Ha(φp, θp)∣∣ = |Υ( dλζp,p)‖Υ( dλξp,p)| = |Υ(0)‖Υ(0)| = 1. For the
non-diagonal element |a(φp, θp)Ha(φq, θq)| = |Υ( dλζp,q)‖Υ( dλξp,q)|
M→∞
= 0, since the azimuth
(elevation) AoDs φp (θp) and φq(θq) are distinguished enough. Therefore, we have AHA
M→∞
= IP .
ii) Otherwise Aˆ 6= A, i.e., ζp,q = cos θp sinφp− cos θˆq sin φˆq and ξp,q = sin θp− sin θˆq. For the
diagonal element, we have
|K|2 = |Υ(d
λ
ζp,p)|2|Υ(d
λ
ξp,p)|2 (49)
=
sin2(pi d
λ
ζp,pM1)
M21 sin
2(pi d
λ
ζp,p)
× sin
2(pi d
λ
ξp,pM2)
M22 sin
2(pi d
λ
ξp,p)
≈
(
1− M
2
1
3
(
pi
d
λ
)2
ζ2p,p
)(
1− M
2
2
3
(
pi
d
λ
)2
ξ2p,p
)
.
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For the non-diagonal element, similar to the ULA, when the number of bits for AoD quantization
is properly chosen, we have |a(φp, θp)Ha(φˆq, θˆq)| = |Υ( dλζp,q)‖Υ( dλδp,q)|
M→∞
= 0. Therefore, we
have AHAˆ M→∞= KIP .
In summary, AHA M→∞= IP , and AHAˆ
M→∞
= KIP where |K|2 ≈
(
1− M21
3
(
pi d
λ
)2
ζ2p,p
)(
1− M22
3
(
pi d
λ
)2
δ2p,p
)
.
APPENDIX II
In this Appendix, we prove the following Lemma 4 which is used in the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma 4: In the extreme case that all U users share the same clusters around the BS, i.e.,
P1 = P2 =, · · · ,= PU = P and A1 = A2 =, · · · ,= AU = A, the subscript u of Pu, Au and
Aˆu can be omitted. We have E
[|tHu|2] = 1
P−1 .
Proof: Based on Section III, we have q = At and the fed back channel vector can be
expressed as hˆu = ‖hu‖Aˆwiu . Considering q is distributed in the null space of hˆu in Lemma
2, we get
qHhˆu = t
HAH‖hu‖Aˆwiu = 0, (50)
where AHAˆ M→∞= KIP according to Appendix I. Therefore, we have tHwiu = 0, i.e., t is
isotropically distributed in the null space of wiu .
On the other hand, based on Section III, the precoding vector can be expressed as vˆi = Au,
and the fed back channel vector can be expressed as hˆu = ‖hu‖Aˆwiu . Since we use the ZF
precoding, vˆi is orthogonal to hˆu, i.e.,
vˆHi hˆu = u
HAH‖hu‖Aˆwiu = 0, (51)
where AHAˆ M→∞= KIP according to Appendix I. Therefore, we have uHwiu = 0, i.e., u is
isotropically distributed in the null space of wiu .
Now we have proved that both t and u are unit-norm isotropic vectors in the null space of
wiu . Based on [5], we have
E
[|tHu|2] = 1
P − 1 . (52)
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